
Match report Doncaster vs Leeds A 02/04/2022 

 

Leeds A break Doncasters 100% record 

 

A frantic start to the match saw both teams committed to the tackle. It was Doncaster 

with the first good chance of the game converting a free kick from the edge of the area. 

 Leeds attempted to hit back quickly when Jaiden Lund hit a shot just outside the box, the 

keeper parried back into danger but Nevan Maguire tapped the follow up just wide. 

 Leeds continued to sustain pressure with some good possession, but it was Doncaster 

again who struck the net, hitting Leeds with a well practised corner routine finished with a 

composed header. 

 Despite this, Leeds' showed great character under uncertainty with this being rewarded 

when Charlie Dees and Maguire linked up from a corner to bring it back to 2-1. 

  Not long after, Dees comes close to levelling it up but going just wide of the target. 

Doncaster tried to respond but the Leeds defence of Toby Gray, Logan Stannicliffe , Myles 

Emment stood firm and organised, denying Doncaster any clear chances. 

 Another dangerous corner by Leeds led to Ben Sumpter knocking it onto Maguire who 

made no mistake hitting the back of the net making it 2-2. 

 Leeds maintained their attacking presence and forced yet another corner. Another great 

delivery by Dees into the box fed Maguire who forced a parry by the Doncaster keeper but 

Lunds anticipation made the difference with him tapping in the rebound from the keeper leading 

Leeds to take the lead for the first time of the match. 

 With confidence high, Leeds looked the most likely to score another until a disputed free 

kick was converted by Doncaster in the last moments of the match. 

 A great game that Leeds certainly deserved to win but still an excellent performance 

from all the players. 

 

  

  

  

  

 

 


